NOTE ON THE SPELLING OF PLACE-NAMES
WITH SPECIAL KEFEKENCE TO THE
UNITED STATES
GEORGE GOUDIE CHISHOLM
I
N this note I do not wish to trespass upon the functions of the United States Geographic Board, and if I must do so, I will do so as little as possible. I only want to call attention to two cases in which the spelling of geographical names in dependencies of the United States has international aspects. According to the regulations of the International Committee engaged in preparing an international map of the world upon the scale of 1:1,000,000, one of the rules adopted in the spelling and transliteration of names is that "the spelling of every place-name in a colony, protectorate, or possession, shall be that adopted by the country governing the colony, protectorate or possession, if that country uses the Latin alphabet or publishes other maps in which the place-names are printed in the Latin alphabet." Now if this rule is generally adopted, one question that arises in reference, for example, to the Philippines and to Porto Rico, is whether in the case of new names for which there is as yet no official spelling, names, for example, written for the first time by explorers, the spelling should be in accordance with what would have been the Spanish practice, or that which accords better with English usage. Obviously this is a question of the same nature as that which must arise with regard to new names in British South Africa and in some other cases.
But this question suggests another difficulty. In the writing of new names the universal practice is to write down those names according to the sound, so far as the writer finds that practicable in accordance with the spelling he has been in the habit of using. But all alphabets at present in use for such a purpose are defective. They are certainly all inadequate inasmuch as they do not contain a sufficient number of characters for the separate sounds, and a good many, among which English is one of the worst offenders, have
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